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About This Game

I - KTBG: the original single-player puzzle game
II - Gangs of Bad Guys: the new multi-player mode

I - KTBG

Does everyone deserve a second chance? Can crimes ever be forgotten? Hiding behind the mask of the average man on the
street, and furtively blending into the background, many war criminals, ex-Mafia members and other criminals have been

literally getting away with murder, or worse. That is, until you turned up to ruin the party. As part of a secret and mysterious
society whose members have sworn to rid the world of these Bad Guys, it’s your responsibility to make sure justice is served in

the bloodiest possible way, using your unpredictability to your advantage.

Track the Bad Guys, be brutal and smart in your planning, and eliminate them one by one. But bear this in mind: each criminal’s
death has to look like an accident. In each level, you’ll have the chance to splatter and destroy the Bad Guy using various

weapons and traps. It’s up to you to make sure he ends up in the wrong place at the right time.

In this ingenious puzzle game in which physics plays an essential role, you’ll need to keep a cool head and your wits about you.
Show no mercy as you set out to kill the Bad Guy!

“Until your mission is accomplished we don’t exist. If you fail, you’ll be the only person at fault, and we’ll deny ever knowing
you.”
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Features
•TRACK YOUR TARGET in 60 levels, each one more original than the last, and unlock 6 completely off-the-wall bonus

levels.
•USE YOUR IMAGINATION as you take out the criminals one by one. Find the opportune moment to act, and make it as

bloody as you can!
•BECOME THE AMBASSADOR OF DEATH and make full use of all the different traps available. Sabotage vehicles,

transform daily objects into deadly weapons, or combine different elements in order to create new ones.
•WORK IN THE SHADOWS. Don’t draw attention to yourself. Cameras, pedestrians, cops and the Bad Guys’ bodyguards

mustn’t suspect you. No one should ever doubt that these deaths are anything but unfortunate accidents.
•TRY, TRY AND TRY AGAIN as you take advantage of the game’s replay feature. Get the top score, fulfil the secondary

objectives, find new ways to kill each Bad Guy, and work on your murder skills.
•SOCIAL SHARING. Show off your killing prowess and achievements to your friends, and prove that you are the world’s top

justice seeker.

II - Gangs of Bad Guys

Playable up to 16 players, Gangs of Bad Guys is a new competitive mode. Face your opponents and kill them all. This time you
control the Bad Guy and no more discretion, you must be clever and cunning to achieve your aims. Turn items of everyday into
deadly traps, combine elements and bring the terror in the streets. Alone or in team, fight your enemies in 4 game modes: Serial

Killers, Capture the flag, Godfather and Gang Supremacy.
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Title: Kill The Bad Guy
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Exkee
Publisher:
Exkee
Release Date: 28 May, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.5 Ghz (Intel Celeron / AMD Athlon 64 x2)

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics or AMD Radeon

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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+ even tho the game is from 2015, the graphics are very nice
+ medici, the island that u have to free from general di ravello, is beautiful and very large. i love the mediterranean flair with the
many small towns. it was alot of fun exploring the island
+ there is lots of stuff to blow up. u can also be very creative in the way u destroy ur enemys and there bases.
+ by doing secondary missions (for example time races) u can get points which u can use to unlock or upgrade ur skills.
+ if ur a bit creative, u wont get borde in this game
+ a lot of vehicles u can unlock\/find on the map

- long loading times
- connection to the game servers sometimes stopps
- story is in my opinion not the best and a bit to short (not enough drammatic for me)
- some missions felt more like work than fun. but thats only the case in the minority of the missions
- the npcs are pretty \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, but thats mostly funny xD

overall i can give that game a 8\/10. i got lost in the beauty of medici and sometimes i wish the island could be real :3

btw there are alot of dlcs that u can buy. they are not necessary. but if u like the game they will be a nice adition. cool Game :).
Keep going bro! and add english pls. A great game but ruined by a 'SYSTEM PERFORMANCE' issue, I originally bought this
game for \u00a330 and I had the same issue in the toy box, the 'SYSTEM PERFORMANCE' issue is that I cannot place
anything in the toy box (that ruins the whole purpose of the toybox in the first place!) I believe the game was updated and the
issue was fixed but this was the original release and the rerelease (the 'gold edition') is still having this issue, Disney Infinity is a
great game and I highly recormend it but this release I do not recormend!. It runs smoothly on my Surface Pro 2 with i5-4200U
1.6GHz, 8 Gb RAM and integrated HD Graphics. Really nice dlc. I have like 5 or 6 VR baseball games and I rate this #3 behind
Baseball Kings and dream match baseball.

Upon booting this game my expectations were low, it's a bit rough looking at first but the gameplay is actually good. It's a
sandbox baseball game with progression motivating you to do better to unlock new levels. Hitting feels satisfying maybe more
than any other baseball game I have. Pitches aren't actual speed those they either lob them over the plate or you hit it off the tee.

Fielding is fun too and could almost replace All Star Fielding challenge if you could catch grounders.. This Is Some Amazing
GameMaker Software.
Much Better Than The Newer Ones Like RPG Maker MV
Or Such.. Has potential but is not worth $20 compared to other competitors. While the Golden Realms Expansion for Age of
Wonders III only offers one new race, this expansion adds a lot of new features to the game - units, items, spells and skills - all
of which are usable in the random map mode, as well as a new campaign and a couple of new scenarios.

The halflings (effectively hobbits, if you prefer) are the main feature of this expansion though. While they may seem a bit weak
and wimpy at first, they do have one very useful thing on their side - luck! This helps them to survive dangerous encounters
more effectively than you might expect them too. Although I've never been a fan of halflings myself, I have to admit that I've
had a lot of fun playing them, much more than I expected to.

Even if you're not a fan of halflings, this is an essential addon in my opinion, if only for all of the other features it includes.
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Worst lego game I've played. Controls seem all over the place compared to other games.. Best. Shooter. Ever.. Great
game!....Released in 2010 and still better than most CM today. A must to experience for people loving than genre!....It is
realistic and historically accurate, what is there to dislike?..... I really enjoyed this game! The only "bad" thing is that it's way too
short! I would love more missions.. it loads then enter the map were i can play then nothing..... do you want to sign up for a
bomber man clone with 0 players online?
then this is the game for you. Space Hole 2016 is a zany full-out-experimental take on Marble Madness. Is this a must-play?
No, but then again it's only a buck and it's just weird enough to be a talk piece. The soundtrack is probably the most
refreshing thing about it - in fact the whole thing sometimes feels like a pretty cool soundtrack with an odd game\/music
video built around it. This title falls short in the actual gameplay, though. First off, the levels range from super easy to
incredibly luck-based difficult. At face value this may sound like a good thing, but in practice it just feels unbalanced (like
churning out pure quantity of levels with little quality control). Next, I personally think the marble-rolling mechanic is a bit
spent at this point in time.

I appreciate that this exists, but I personally will not be logging tons of time. You could do far worse for a dollar.. game has
sound.. other reviews must have \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 computers?
isnt a bad game for 5$
just very repetitive but simple to play
one of those nothing else to do kinda games

no multiplayer, maybe if u could play against a friend it would be alright.
other than that you would have to do the challenges alone. Need more games in this FPS Tower Defence Genre.....Co-op is
were its @!!!
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